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Space probe instruments 





The Earth as a space probe 

Geomagnetic activity - disturbance of the Earth's magnetosphere 
caused by a solar wind shock wave and/or cloud of magnetic field
that interacts with the Earth's magnetic field.



• CME interact with Earth's magnetic field

• CME cause the strongest geomagnetic 
storms

• During periods of more sunspots there 
are more solar flares and CME

AA coronal mass ejectioncoronal mass ejection (CME) are large (CME) are large 

eruption of magnetized plasma from the eruption of magnetized plasma from the 

Sun 's outer atmosphere, or corona, that Sun 's outer atmosphere, or corona, that 

propagates outward into interplanetary propagates outward into interplanetary 

spacespace

Solar drivers of the geomagnetic disturbances: Solar drivers of the geomagnetic disturbances: (1(1))

coronal mass ejectionscoronal mass ejections



source:source: unipolar open magnetic field 

areas - coronal holes 

HSS frequently impinging on the Earth's 
magnetosphere causing recurrent 
geomagnetic storm activity 

HSS maximum is during the descending 
phase of solar activity cycle

Solar Solar drivers drivers of the geomagnetic disturbances: of the geomagnetic disturbances: 

((22) high speed solar wind stream) high speed solar wind stream

Manifestation of the solar Manifestation of the solar 

poloidal fieldpoloidal field



•aamin - the floor below which geomagnetic activity cannot fall even in the absence of sunspots

•aaT=b*R – geomagnetic activity caused by sunspot-related solar activity

•b – measure of the sensitivity of the geomagnetic activity to increasing number of sunspots.

•aap – geomagnetic activity caused by non sunspot-related solar activity

3 3 components of the geomagnetic activitycomponents of the geomagnetic activity

aaT = b*Rb*R



Variations Variations of the coefficients of the coefficients aamin and and b b in in sunspot cyclessunspot cycles

aamin decreased from the minimum of cycle 9 to the minimum of cycle 14, 
increased until the minimum of cycle 21, and has been decreasing since then



Can we determine the maximum of the sunspot number by
ааmin



Relationship betweenRelationship between aaaaminmin and and sunspot number at maximumsunspot number at maximum

• Sunspot maximum correlates with 
the geomagnetic activity floor in the 
same cycle.

• ⇒ Characteristics of the cycle can be
determined even at the beginning of
the cycle



Relationship between aamin and Ap at the beginning of the 
cycle

• We consider the average values of 
Ap at the beginning of the cycle.

• It can be seen that there is a quasi-
linear dependence between Ap and 
aamin.

• ⇒ We can use Ap as a precursor of 
the next solar maximum



As we have already shown, Ap during the solar minimum 
depends on the parameters of the slow solar wind.



Changes in the parameters of the slow solar wind, which 
affects the Earth's magnetosphere, lead to changes in the 
geomagnetic activity.

⇒ Changes in the average Ap-index at the sunspot 
minimum reflect  the changes in the characteristics of the 
slow solar wind.

⇒ The characteristics of the slow solar wind at the 
minimum determine the intensity of the next cycle.



Relationship between Relationship between the the sunspots sunspots maximum and Ap at the previous maximum and Ap at the previous 

minimumminimum



Can we determine Ap index at the minimum?

The decrease in the average Ap index at the minimum of the 
cycle 22, is associated with a decrease in the dipole field of the 
Sun.



The relationship between the dipole field of 
the Sun and the Ap-index in the next minimum

The expected value in the next minimum

ААp=1,35p=1,35



ForecastForecast

Relationship between the average Ap 
index at the beginning of the cycle, 
when the Earth is not influenced by 
coronal mass ejections and fast solar 
wind, and the number of sunspots at the 
next maximum

The The expected number of sunspots is about expected number of sunspots is about 5050--55 !?55 !?



Thank you for attentionThank you for attention


